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Take the full cinema experience home: JBL
premieres the Bar 9.1

London – 5th May 2020 – The future of home cinema is here. Think 3D JBL sound that

moves realistically around and above you. Presented in stunning style and without the hassle of

cables, additional speakers or complicated installation. This is the JBL Bar 9.1.

Enjoy 3D sound all around you. The flexible JBL Bar 9.1 switches to Dolby Atmos mode in

seconds. This cutting-edge technology fires sound off the ceiling and walls to transport you

right into the heart of the action. With the Bar 9.1, you always have the best seats in the house.

⏲

https://news.jbl.com/


The JBL Bar 9.1, a standout product designed to blend in. Despite packing so much

punch, the soundbar’s sleek low-profile design ensures a perfect fit in your home. Its brushed

top panel and elegant metal grill body fits in seamlessly with any interior style, whatever room

you choose to keep - or flaunt - it in.

Set the mood before the big screen performance. JBL Bar 9.1 comes with Airplay 2 and

Chromecast built in, making for effortless hi-quality music streaming or even a multi-room set

up.



Looking for deep, pulse-pounding bass? Feel the power of every explosion and crack of

thunder with the included wireless 10-inch subwoofer.

The future of home cinema is here: JBL Bar 9.1 is available now on uk.jbl.com for £999.99.  

For more information:
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ABOUT JBL

JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like Woodstock and
concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL elevates
listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every moment. With unmatched
professional credentials and over 70 years of delivering industry leading innovation, JBL is the authority in
engineering superior sound.
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